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Opinion
Light is a potent stimulus for regulating circadian, hor-
monal, and behavioral systems. In addition, light therapy
is effective for certain affective disorders, sleep problems,
and circadian rhythm disruption. These biological and
behavioral effects of light are influenced by a distinct
photoreceptor in the eye, melanopsin-containing intrinsi-
cally photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs), in
addition to conventional rods and cones. We summarize
the neurophysiology of this newly described sensory
pathway and consider implications for the measurement,
production, and application of light. A new light-measure-
ment strategy taking account of the complex photorecep-
tive inputs to these non-visual responses is proposed for
use by researchers, and simple suggestions for artificial/
architectural lighting are provided for regulatory authori-
ties, lighting manufacturers, designers, and engineers.

Light as a regulator of physiology and behavior
During the past three decades, empirical evidence has
demonstrated that many aspects of human physiology
and behavior are influenced by retinal illumination
[1–4]. Such responses originate in the eye but are separate
from other aspects of vision insofar as they are unrelated to
particular spatial patterns of light exposure, and can
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survive even in some blind subjects. Consequently, these
types of light responses have been commonly referred to as
non-image-forming or non-visual.

These catch-all terms encompass a wide array of re-
sponse types. The most influential is light-induced phase
resetting of endogenous circadian clocks. Because circadi-
an rhythmicity is a feature of nearly every physiological,
metabolic, and behavioral system, this phenomenon brings
a wide array of biological processes under indirect retinal
control. Beyond this, the term non-visual response has
come to encompass a growing list of more acute effects
of light that together ensure a day-like physiological state.
Thus, for example, light constricts the pupil, suppresses
pineal melatonin production, increases heart rate and core
body temperature, stimulates cortisol production, and acts
as a neurophysiological stimulant (increasing subjective
and objective measures of alertness and psychomotor re-
action time, and reducing lapses of attention).

Appreciation of this basic biology has led to the develop-
ment of a number of therapeutic applications. Light has
been shown to have anti-depressant properties, particularly
in the treatment of seasonal affective disorder (SAD) and its
subclinical variant sSAD [3,4]. Appropriately timed light
exposure has also been developed as therapy for circadian-
rhythm sleep disorders and circadian disruption associated
with jetlag, shift work, and space flight. Finally, light has
been explored as a treatment for non-seasonal depression,
menstrual-cycle-related problems, bulimia nervosa, and
cognitive and fatigue problems associated with senile de-
mentia, chemotherapy, and traumatic brain injury [3–6].

These effects of light on physiology and behavior evolved
over millennia in which environmental illumination pro-
vided a reliable indicator of time of day. The advent of
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electrical lighting has disrupted this relationship, with
patterns of light exposure now also reflecting personal
tastes and social pressures. It is important therefore that
non-visual effects of light are incorporated into consider-
ations for lighting design. Thus, for example, one might ask
to what extent a given architectural lighting replicates the
biological effects of natural daylight; how lighting could be
employed to minimize the deleterious effects of shiftwork
while promoting alertness and safety; or how light therapy
could be optimized.

The lighting industry and academic researchers have
started to address these problems [7–9]. Progress in these
endeavors, however, first requires appropriate quantifica-
tion of how light impacts human physiology and behavior.
There are two broad categories for light measurement
techniques: radiometry and photometry [10]. Radiometry
is based on characterizing the physical properties of light
wavelength and energy. A radiometer quantifies radiant
power over a defined bandwidth of electromagnetic energy.
Photometry is a specialized branch of radiometry that
takes into account the fact that biological photoreceptors
are not equally sensitive to light at all wavelengths. A
photometer is a radiometer that uses filters to weight the
detector response to different wavelengths according to the
spectral sensitivity of an aspect of human vision. Most
commercially available photometers use a weighting func-
tion termed the photopic luminous efficiency function
(or Vl), which reflects the spectral sensitivity of long-
and middle-wavelength-sensitive cones [11]. Depending
on the geometric properties of interest, luminous intensity
(units of lumens/sr or candelas, cd), luminance (cd/m2), or
illuminance (lm/m2 or lux) can be determined from the
output of these devices.

Between 1980 and 2000, the great majority of studies on
human circadian, endocrine, behavioral, and therapeutic
responses to light quantified stimuli in terms of photopic
illuminance (lux) [1–3]. During that time, lux meters were
readily available and inexpensive because they were the
tool of choice in the lighting and photographic professions.
Two related branches of investigation have since shown
that this practice is inadequate.

First, during the last decade it was discovered that
whereas the photoreceptive capacity of the retina is dom-
inated by rods and cones, a few of the retinal output
neurons (retinal ganglion cells) are also directly photo-
sensitive [12,13]. These intrinsically photoreceptive reti-
nal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) achieve this photoreceptive
capacity through expression of melanopsin, an opsin
photopigment [14–16]. ipRGCs comprise only a small
fraction of the total ganglion cell population (1–5%,
depending on the species and method of estimation),
but project to all major retinorecipient parts of the brain,
including those associated with non-visual responses [17–
19]. Specific ablation of ipRGCs abolishes non-image-
forming responses, identifying this cell class as the prin-
cipal conduits of photic input to circadian and other
systemic responses to light [20–22]. Furthermore,
ipRGCs can detect light even when isolated from the rest
of the retina, explaining why some photosensitivity sur-
vives loss of functional rods and cones [12,23–29]. This
discovery of a new photoreceptor raises the possibility
2

that the spectral sensitivity of non-image-forming
responses could be fairly different from that of rod- or
cone-based vision.

Second, empirical observations have shown that circa-
dian and other behavioral and physiological responses can
indeed have very distinct spectral sensitivity. Ten analytic
action spectra and many investigations based on selected
wavelength comparisons of such responses in humans,
non-human primates, and rodents revealed peak sensitivi-
ty in the short-wavelength portion of the visible spectrum
(from 447 to 484 nm) [12,30–45], fairly divergent from that
predicted by Vl (peak sensitivity at 555 nm).

Taken together, these data demonstrate that estab-
lished photometric light measures that use the Vl spectral
weighting function, such as photopic lux, are inadequate
for quantifying light intended to regulate non-visual phys-
iology and behavior. Unfortunately, to date there is no
established replacement. This omission has important
practical consequences. For researchers, the absence of a
suitable and agreed method of light measurement makes it
difficult to compare findings or replicate experimental
conditions. It also represents a significant barrier to relat-
ing laboratory findings to lighting applications, and makes
it difficult for the lighting industry and regulators to
predict the impact of different lighting regimes on behav-
ioral and physiological systems. The fundamental problem
in addressing this need has been the difficulty in deter-
mining a spectral weighting function (equivalent to Vl)
suitable for non-visual responses. To understand this chal-
lenge it is first necessary to review the basic neurophysiol-
ogy of ipRGCs.

The response of ipRGCs to light
Melanopsin, the photopigment of ipRGCs, is structurally
and phylogenetically more closely related to the opsins of
invertebrate rhabdomeric photoreceptors than to rod and
cone opsins [46,47]. In common with such invertebrate
rhodopsins, the phototransduction cascade engaged by
melanopsin results in cellular depolarization [48]. As a
result, the fundamental light response of ipRGCs is an
irradiance-dependent increase in firing [12].

The quantum efficiency of melanopsin is comparable to
that of rod and cone opsins [49]. ipRGCs, however, lack
specialized photopigment-concentrating organelles (such
as rod/cone outer segments) to maximize the probability of
photon capture. As a result, the probability of absorbing a
photon is >1 million times lower than in rods or cones for a
given area of photostimulation [49]. Consequently, even
though the ipRGC phototransduction cascade has high
amplification [49], melanopsin photoreception is much less
sensitive than that of rods or cones. Once the threshold for
melanopsin activation has been reached, however, the
intrinsic light response scales with stimulus intensity over
several decimal orders [12], and is remarkably persistent,
being sustained over long durations of constant illumina-
tion [50].

Although melanopsin phototransduction is only en-
gaged at moderate to high irradiance, ipRGCs and their
downstream responses can be responsive to much lower
levels of illumination [51]. For example, it was originally
thought that illuminance of 2500 lux was required to
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Figure 1. All retinal photoreceptor classes are upstream of circadian, neuroendocrine, and neurobehavioral responses to light. (A) Schematic of the relevant retinal circuitry

in humans. Non-image-forming responses originate in the retina and have been attributed to a particular class of retinal ganglion cell (ipRGC). ipRGCs are directly

photosensitive owing to expression of melanopsin, which allows them to respond to light even when isolated from the rest of the retina. In situ they are connected to the

outer retinal rod and cone photoreceptors via the conventional retinal circuitry. The details of their intraretinal connections are not completely understood and probably

vary between different subtypes. Shown here are major connections with on cone bipolar cells (on CBCs) connecting them to cone and, via amacrine cells (AII) and rod

bipolar cells (RBC), rod photoreceptors. As a consequence, the firing pattern of ipRGCs can be influenced by both intrinsic melanopsin photoreception and extrinsic signals

originating in rods and each of the spectrally distinct cone classes (shown in red, green, and blue). (B) This feature is conceptualized in much simplified form as a number of

photoreceptive mechanisms (depicted as R for rod opsin; M for melanopsin; SC for S cone opsin; MC for M cone opsin; and LC for L cone opsin), each of which absorbs light

according to its own spectral sensitivity profile (shown in cartoon form as plots of log sensitivity against wavelength from 400 to 700 nm) to generate a distinct measure of

illuminance. These five input signals are then combined by the retinal wiring, and within the ipRGC itself, to produce an integrated signal that is sent to non-image-forming

centers in the brain. As each of the five representations of weighted irradiance is produced by a photopigment with its own spectral sensitivity profile, their relative

significance for the integrated output defines the wavelength dependence of this signal, and hence of downstream responses.
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suppress nocturnal melatonin in humans [52], but later
studies have shown that under certain conditions, as little
as 1 lux or less can suppress melatonin in humans [53].
This sensitivity highlights an important feature of this
photoreceptive system: ipRGCs receive input from the
outer retina (Figure 1A). Thus, ipRGC dendrites are tar-
gets for synaptic input from bipolar and amacrine cells, as
well as being sites for melanopsin-driven phototransduc-
tion. As a result, the ipRGC firing pattern is a composite,
integrated signal consisting of the intrinsic light response
(melanopsin photoreception) and incoming rod- and cone-
driven signals [36]. This arrangement greatly extends the
range of stimuli that can elicit circadian and neurophysio-
logical responses, and explains why animals that are ge-
netically null for melanopsin continue to exhibit non-
image-forming responses to light [16,54,55].

Spectral sensitivity
At its very origin, the signal driving physiological and
behavioral light responses (ipRGC firing) is defined by the
combined influence of multiple photoreceptive processes:
the melanopsin-driven phototransduction mechanism
within the ipRGC itself, and remote photoreception in
rods and cones (Figure 1B). Each of these mechanisms
of light detection has a distinct spectral sensitivity, de-
fined by the spectral efficiency of the photopigment
expressed and the spectral transmission properties of
the ocular media.
(i) Rods. Rod opsin, the photopigment of rod photorecep-

tors, shows peak sensitivity (lmax) at approximately
500 nm in all mammalian species. Pre-receptoral
filtering shifts this towards somewhat longer wave-
length in the standard human observer (507 nm).

(ii) Cones. Mammalian genomes typically contain several
genes encoding spectrally distinct cone opsins.
Humans, and other old world primates, have three
types of cones. Human S cones express a short-
wavelength-sensitive cone opsin (cyanolabe), maxi-
mally sensitive to wavelengths at �420 nm; M cones
contain a different cone opsin (chlorolabe; peak
sensitivity �535 nm); L cones contain a red-shifted
cone opsin (erythrolabe; peak sensitivity �565 nm
[56]). Other mammals lack the chlorolabe/erythrolabe
distinction, and have a single cone opsin maximally
sensitive in the middle of the human visible spectrum.
There are also important species differences in the
spectral sensitivity of the cyanolabe pigments. For
example, many rodent retinas have a photopigment
that is maximally sensitive to near-ultraviolet radia-
tion [57]. In humans, pre-receptoral filtering shifts
peak sensitivity of short- and medium-wavelength
cones to longer wavelength (�440 and 545 nm,
respectively).

(iii) Melanopsin. The available data indicate that the
spectral sensitivity of melanopsin, the photopigment
of ipRGCs, is similarly invariant across species, with
lmax at approximately 480 nm [58–62]. A potential
complication in relating this estimate of the spectral
sensitivity of melanopsin to the spectral response
property of ipRGCs in vivo is the suggestion that like
the rhabdomeric opsins of invertebrates, melanopsin
may be bistable [58,60,63,64]. Bistability affords
3
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rhabdomeric photopigments the capacity to regenerate
the vitamin A-derived chromophore that is isomerized
following light absorption through the absorption of
another photon [65]. Because this regeneration event
can be produced by different wavelengths, it could
influence the spectral response properties of the
receptor. Whether mammalian melanopsins are bis-
table and whether this bistability is biologically
relevant remain to be determined [66–68]. In either
event, studies on mice indicate that this factor does not
significantly impact the spectral response properties of
melanopsin under practical lighting regimes [69,70].

The firing rate of ipRGCs may thus be influenced by five
(or four in the case of non-primates) spectrally distinct
photoreceptors (Figure 1B). It follows that the spectral
sensitivity of downstream responses (and thus the spectral
weighting function that should be applied during light
measurement) is determined by the manner in which these
various channels are combined. In fact, the contribution of
each photoreceptive input to evoked responses appears to
be fundamentally context-dependent, a feature clearly
illustrated by studies of a well-understood ipRGC-driven
response, the pupillary light reflex (PLR).

Pupillary light reflex: a case study
The PLR controls the light intensity reaching the retina via
a simple and well-characterized pathway that links a
sensory signal, irradiance, to a motor output, pupil con-
striction. It originates with ipRGC innervation of the
olivary pretectal nucleus [21,71–75]. Pupil area decreases
with increasing irradiance over a �9-log10 intensity range.
A key feature of the light reflex is its tonic nature in bright
light: constriction is held steady under continuous illumi-
nation [71–73,75,76]. Data from both laboratory animals
and humans indicate that rods, cones, and melanopsin
participate in the PLR, and that their relative contribu-
tions are variable, depending on stimulus intensity and
spectral content, and change over time under constant
illumination [16,29,33,37,76–78].

An abrupt step in illumination elicits rapid, robust pupil
constriction predominantly driven by cones and/or rods. The
amplitude of this initial response and the relative contribu-
tion of each photoreceptor type depend on the irradiance and
wavelength of the light stimulus. Following this phasic pupil
constriction, the pupil gradually relaxes to a more dilated
state and, if the threshold for melanopsin activation is
exceeded, it assumes a sustained steady-state diameter that
persists throughout the light stimulation [37,76,77]. During
this post-phasic response, the contribution from melanopsin
increases and with extended illumination (>3 min) the
response is predominantly driven by melanopsin. When
the light is turned off, if the prior retinal irradiance has
exceeded the threshold for melanopsin activation, constric-
tion persists for many seconds, termed by some the post-
illumination pupil response [79]. This response is consid-
ered to be predominantly melanopsin-dependent [37].

A consequence of this shifting reliance on rods, cones,
and melanopsin is that the spectral sensitivity profile of
the PLR is fundamentally labile. Thus, at low light levels
below the melanopsin threshold, the pupil matches the
4

spectral sensitivity of cone (or rod) photoreceptors. For
higher irradiance, early components of pupil constriction
are defined by cone spectral sensitivity, later components
by melanopsin, and intermediate irradiance by a combina-
tion of the two (Figure 2).

Other non-visual light responses
Data for the PLR demonstrate that no single spectral effi-
ciency function accounts for this response under all condi-
tions. In addition, other findings indicate that the rules
governing when and to what extent other non-image-form-
ing responses rely on rods, cones, or melanopsin are not
constant. Thus, different cone contributions have been ob-
served across brain regions receiving ipRGC input, even
under essentially identical experimental conditions [80,81].
Differences in central processing could explain such diver-
sity, as could the fact that there are at least five different
types of ipRGCs [17]. These various ipRGC types have
distinct central projection patterns, implying diversity in
their importance for various circadian and neurophysiologi-
cal responses. ipRGC types also differ in morphology, mel-
anopsin content, and intrinsic photosensitivity [17,82,83].
Although inputs to these ipRGC types have not been fully
characterized, differences in dendritic morphology suggest
that afferent connections are also likely to differ qualitative-
ly and quantitatively [17,82–84], allowing significant diver-
sity in the extent to which responses downstream from
ipRGCs are reliant on rods, cones, and melanopsin.

Measuring light for circadian and neurobehavioral
regulation
It would be desirable to be able to quantify light as experi-
enced by non-visual systems using a single, one-dimensional
unit (the equivalent of photopic lux). Achieving this for lights
of divergent spectral content, however, awaits elucidation of
a suitable spectral weighting function. There have been
attempts to address this deficit [85–87]. The neurophysiolo-
gy outlined above, however, reveals the challenges in pro-
ducing a method of spectral weighting that would be
suitable for all circadian, neuroendocrine, and neurobeha-
vioral responses under all conditions. Evoked responses
reflect input from all of the retinal photoreceptor classes,
with the relative importance of each being highly labile
within and between response types. As a result, the spectral
sensitivity of this photoreceptive system is fundamentally
context-dependent. This is no less true for other aspects of
vision, and as this nascent field of research matures, a
spectral response function derived from one or more of
the individual photoreceptor inputs might be found to pro-
vide a reasonable approximation of relevant non-image-
forming responses under many practical circumstances.
Alternatively, a family of such functions to be used under
different conditions and/or for different response endpoints
may be developed. At present, however, there are insuffi-
cient data on which to base such strategies. What advice can
then be given to those measuring and using light in experi-
mental and practical applications?

Advice for researchers
The scientific literature contains a large number of studies
relating circadian, neuroendocrine, and neurobehavioral
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Figure 2. Spectral sensitivity of half-maximal pupillary constriction in humans. (A). The pupillary light reflex response is composed of several different temporal

components. At light onset, the pupil shows rapid, transient constriction during the first 1000 ms of light exposure. This is followed by redilation to a tonic or sustained

pupil diameter that stabilizes to a steady-state constriction (photoequilibrium) even during prolonged constant illumination. When the light is turned off, there is slow,

delayed redilation of the pupil back to the resting (dark-adapted) state that is melanopsin-driven. Graph adapted from [76]. (B) Mean spectral sensitivity is depicted as the

retinal irradiance (log quanta/cm2/s) required to elicit a criterion pupil response (half-maximal constriction) at nine wavelengths for three different stimulus durations of 1,

10, and 100 s (corresponding to the positions of blue, red, and green arrows in A). The smooth curve through the points represents the optimal fit to the data using a

mathematical combination of rod, cone, and melanopsin spectral sensitivities. As the stimulus duration increases, the sensitivity of the response gradually decreases by

more than one log unit and is shifted towards shorter wavelength, from 510 nm at 1 s to 500 nm at 10 s and 480 nm at 100 s. Graph derived from data in [77]. (C)

Representative traces for pupillary constriction in a sighted participant (gray) and in a blind individual without rod and cone function (black). Pupillary constriction to 480 nm

was sluggish and lacks the transient response after light onset in the blind individual, whereas the sustained steady-state pupillary light reflex (PLR) and the persistent

response when the light is turned off are conserved. Graph reproduced, with permission, from [29].
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responses to calibrated light exposures. The lack of a
consistent and adequate method of quantifying light, how-
ever, makes it hard to replicate experimental conditions or
to compare across studies. This represents a considerable
barrier to scientific progress.

Given that we do not yet have an accepted spectral
weighting function for non-image-forming responses, the
best current advice is that researchers should record their
light exposures in the most complete form, namely as
corneal spectral power distributions. A range of low-cost
spectroradiometers can be used to provide this informa-
tion, if appropriately calibrated.

A major advantage of recording the spectral power
distribution is that it can be used to derive any other unit
of measure currently available or developed in the future.
Currently, the most appropriate use of that capacity would
be to calculate the effective irradiance experienced by each
of the rod, cone, and melanopsin photoreceptors capable of
driving non-visual responses. The inclusion of each of these
photoreceptors in the efferent pathway implies that, at its
earliest stages, incident light is encoded into five (or three
or four in the case non-primate mammals) representations
of irradiance by the activity of rods, melanopsin, and S, M,
or L cones (Figure 1B). It can therefore be considered that
non-visual responses are initiated by one or more of five
distinct biological representations of irradiance: rhodopic,
melanopic, cyanopic, chloropic, and erythropic illuminance
(Table 1). Retinal and central wiring combines these dis-
tinct measures to provide an integrated representation of
the light environment. Because this integration process is
not completely understood, it is not yet possible to predict
the relative reliance of a given circadian, neuroendocrine,
or neurobehavioral response under particular circum-
stances on each.

At present, it is therefore recommended that quantities
reflecting the activity of each of these individual inputs be
reported. This does not achieve the ideal of describing light
as a one-dimensional quantity that predicts non-image-
forming responses. Nonetheless, reducing the spectral
power distribution to a limited number of biologically
meaningful quantities (five in the case of humans; four
for most other mammalian species) makes the problem of
comparing polychromatic lights of different spectral quali-
ty significantly more tractable. This helps in equating
stimulus–response relationships described in different lab-
oratories, and in relating those research findings to light-
ing conditions in the field. As studies using this
Table 1. Photometric measures for each of the five potential pho
responses in humans

Photoreceptor Photopigment Spectra

Short-wavelength (S) cones S-cone photopsin (cyanolabe) Cyanola

Medium-wavelength (M) cones M-cone photopsin (chlorolabe) Chlorola

Long-wavelength (L) cones L-cone photopsin (erythrolabe) Erythrol

ipRGCs (intrinsic

photosensitivity)

Melanopsin Melanop

Rods Rod opsin Rod ops

aEach unit of measure (Ea, where a specifies the retinal photopigment) is derived by c

spectral sensitivity function, which in turn is defined by the photopigment spectral sen

supplementary material online for full functions and a detailed description of their deri

variants of the spectral sensitivity functions may be required for non-human applicatio

sensitivity.

6

measurement system accumulate, it will then become
possible to generate and test hypotheses regarding the
ability of one or more of the five qualities to predict a
target physiological or behavioral response. Thus, it may
become clear that the magnitude of a nominal response is
best predicted by, for example, a simple linear summation
of cyanopic and melanopic illuminance values over a vari-
ety of studies using spectrally divergent stimuli.

Full equations for calculating rhodopic, melanopic, cya-
nopic, chloropic, and erythropic illuminance values are
provided in Table 1. The spectral efficiency functions used
for these calculations (based on pigment absorbance pro-
files corrected for ocular filtering in a standard human
observer) are provided as supplementary material online,
where a toolbox for calculation of a-opic illuminance values
from corneal spectral irradiance measures is also avail-
able. As noted above, some of these spectral efficiency
functions are species-specific, and resources suitable for
laboratory rodents are provided (at http://www.eye.ox.
ac.uk/team/principal-investigators/stuart-peirson).

Advice for industry and regulatory authorities
The traditional objectives of architectural lighting include
the provision of light that: (i) is optimal for visual perfor-
mance; (ii) is visually comfortable; (iii) permits aesthetic
appreciation of the space; and (iv) conserves energy [10,88].
As discussed above, light exposure has a broad range of
effects on physiology and behavior. These non-visual
effects of light should be an additional consideration in
the design and operation of human environments, as well
as those for domesticated animals.

An important note of caution here is that it is not always
clear whether lighting design should aim to maximize or
minimize non-visual responses. In many ways, light can be
considered a drug, having the potential for both beneficial
and deleterious effects. These conflicting effects can occur
concurrently, and in a single individual and context. For
example, for night-shift workers, bright workspace lighting
may improve immediate job performance by enhancing
visual perception and promoting alertness, but suppress
melatonin and shift the circadian clock to an undesirable
phase. Conversely, dimmer lighting may minimize effects
on circadian timing, but may be detrimental to more
immediate performance.

Balancing the desirable and undesirable impacts of
light or darkness requires careful, informed consideration
of the context and of the myriad effects of light on physiol-
toreceptive inputs to circadian and neurophysiological light

l sensitivity function Unit of measurea

be response function Nsc(l) Cyanopic illuminance (cyanopic-lux)

be response function Nmc(l) Chloropic illuminance (chloropic-lux)

abe response function Nlc(l) Erythropic illuminance (erythropic-lux)

sin response function Nz(l) Melanopic illuminance (melanopic-lux)

in response function Nr(l) Rhodopic illuminance (rhodopic-lux)

onvoluting the spectral power distribution of incident light (Eel) with the relevant

sitivity adjusted for pre-receptoral filtering in a standard observer [Na(l); see the

vation] according to the equation Ea = 72 983.25 R Eel(l) Na(l) dl. Species-specific

ns to account for differences in pre-receptoral filtering and photopigment spectral
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ogy, perception, and cognition. Such calculations can be a
daunting challenge, all the more so because both basic and
applied science in this area continues to evolve rapidly.
Simple prescriptions are as likely to do harm as good, and
even experts may have divergent ideas about best practice
under some situations. Nevertheless, assuming that fol-
lowing deliberation a decision has been made to either
maximize or minimize the non-visual effects of light, how
can this be achieved?

For reasons outlined above, it is not yet possible to
predict the non-image-forming impact of a given illumi-
nant based on its intensity and spectral composition. How-
ever, some guidance is possible. If the broad objective is to
minimize the activation of ipRGC outputs, the goal should
be to keep retinal irradiance as low as possible. There is no
established threshold below which these systems are
completely blind to light, so total darkness during sleep
may be ideal where practical. Likewise, with respect to the
visible spectrum, any wavelength can, in principle, acti-
vate the system. However, given that the relative sensitiv-
ity of these non-visual responses is generally reduced in the
longer visible wavelength range, light sources should be
biased towards longer visible wavelengths, to the extent
consistent with other demands. Conversely, if the objective
is to promote ipRGC photoreception, retinal irradiance
should be increased (within acceptable safety limits) and
light sources may be biased towards the blue and blue/
green regions of the visible spectrum, to which all photo-
receptive inputs to this system are fairly sensitive.

Concluding remarks
Science and engineering rely on accurate measurement.
The discovery of ipRGC photoreceptors, and our growing
understanding of their role in setting physiological and
behavioral state, has revealed that current methods of
light measurement are incomplete. The question of exactly
how they should be updated will no doubt be revisited as
our understanding of this system evolves, as has happened
for other aspects of photometry. Nevertheless, the science
has reached a state at which it is sensible to take the first
important steps in that process. We propose methods of
light measurement that quantify effective irradiance for
each of the photoreceptive inputs to this system indepen-
dently. The goal is to provide a comprehensive description
of light as experienced by the circadian, neuroendocrine,
and neurobehavioral systems, on which future develop-
ments can build.
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